
Spiders and their Prey
Johnstone Metzger

Phasic Spider
Group, Large, Planar, Stealthy

Giant mandibles (d8+3 damage, 2 piercing), 14 HP, 2 Armour

Close, Reach, Messy

Special Qalities: Immune to acid, gas and poison.

Vaguely resembling terrestrial spiders but covered in strange colours and made of no material 
resembling organic mater, these creatures are native to some distant dimension that wouldn’t have 
any contact with the material plane save for terrible rents in reality. Although the phasic spiders hate
this reality, there are others they hate more, and they could be willing to work with those who are 
trying to fix these interplanar calamities and restore order to the separation of worlds. Instinct: To 
oppose the interplanar bleed.

• Crawl across the ceiling or the wall.

• Descend by a strand of webbing.

• Move between dimensions, blinking in and out of reality.

• Spin webs to catch foes in.

When they approach: Back of and spin a web to trap them in.

When they have a tool that creates gates between worlds: Stalk them and take it.

When they retreat: Atack them from behind or above.

Some types of phasic spiders are more dangerous than others:

Phasic Hierophant
Te leaders of the phasic spiders more resemble scintillating lobsters with ropes of crystal sugar 
draped about them. Each hierophant has 20 HP, 3 Armour, and their claws do b[2d8]+4 damage (2 
piercing).

Phasic Psychopomp
Te near-monochromatic phasic spiders that have eixpertise in dealing with the lands of dead souls 
are a slower, more deliberate breed. Tey have the following additional moves:

• Atack a foe’s mind with images from alternate possible worlds where they are more happy, 
loved, and successful.

• Implant false memories from other realities.

• Kidnap a foe and deposit them in the shadowlands.

Mutated Zombie
Group, Terrifying

Biting mouth (d8+2 damage), 14 HP



Hand, Close

Special Qalities: Mutant, Undead.

A hole in the world has caused forces from beyond time and space to reanimate the dead, and when 
the dead rise, they have a taste for fesh and blood. However catastrophic this is for human 
civilization, this hole has wreaked even more havoc on another dimension—the one inhabited by the
phasic spiders. Tese eixtraplanar spiders capture the undead and wrap them up in webs, but this 
solution is no good for humans, for when the dead break free they are even stronger and have 
mutated into strange new forms. Instinct: To kill the living.

• Grab and chew.

• Stay still and wait.

When the living are there but cannot be reached: Stalk them.

When the living can be reached: Atack.

Random undead mutations (roll 1d12)
1. Acid touch (+2 damage)

2. Adhesive grip

3. Bone spikes (+1 piercing)

4. Eyestalks

5. Floating head

6. Huge maw  (+1 damage)

7. Melting fesh (+2 armour)

8. On fre

9. Poisonous slime

10. Qadrupedal

11. Slithering

12. Tentacles (reach)



The Memory Machine
Johnstone Metzger

A strange contraption superfcially resembling an astrolabe, the memory machine is made of silver 
and gold, iron and crystal. It focuses magical energies in order to afect the memories of a target, 
though it often afects the memories of the user as well. To activate it, you must cast a spell into it, or
send magical energies into it by using anything else that generates magical power. Neither item nor 
spell used in this manner have their normal efects and the spell is forgoten.

Te magical energy that is cast into the machine is focused by the crystal lens and shines forth as 
light in magnitude comparable to the level of the spell or the power of the magical efect. A level 1 
spell, cantrip, or rote will afect only one person. A level 2-5 spell can afect a small group, while a 
level 6-10 spell can afect people who are not even present. Tey are all afected similarly, however, 
and the memories to be altered must be connected in some specifc, concrete way—the same event, 
place, or person, for eixample. Te nature of the magic used also afects the results of a 7-9 roll, as 
described in the individual move descriptions.

If you are using a magical item that has a spell efect, use that spell’s level. Otherwise, if the magic 
item has no magical properties aside from being magic, count it as level 1. If it has any special 
properties, count it as level 2-5, unless those properties are particularly earthshaking and powerful, 
in which case, count it as level 6-10.

Te memory machine can be used to:

• Erase memories.

• Implant new memories.

• Make a memory more concrete or indelible.

• Make a spell unforgetable.

• Remember a spell.

The Custom Version
If the PCs are not eixpecting to fnd the memory machine, use these custom moves when they try to 
make it work:

When you use the memory machine to make someone forget something, roll+INT. On a 10+, they 
forget eixactly what you want them to forget. On a 7-9, they forget, but there are side efects. If you 
used a level 1 spell, cantrip, or rote, you pick one and the GM picks another. A level 2-5 spell, you 
can pick one or let the GM pick one for you. A level 6-10 spell, you still pick one but it is only 
temporary and will wear of soon:

• Tey know they have forgoten something.

• What they forget is replaced by one of your memories.

• You forget something as well, the GM will tell you what.

On a miss, your own memory is altered instead of your target’s. Perhaps you forget something and 
remember something else in its place, or one of your own memories becomes unforgetable and 
replays itself in your mind constantly, the GM will tell you what.

When you use the memory machine to make someone remember something that did not happen to 
them (or a spell), roll+INT. On a 10+, they think it is their own memory (or the spell is successfully 



memorized). On a 7-9, they remember it, but there are side efects. If you used a level 1 spell, cantrip,
or rote, you pick one and the GM picks another. A level 2-5 spell, you can pick one or let the GM 
pick one for you. A level 6-10 spell, you still pick one but it is only temporary and will wear of soon:

• Some of your own memories are added to this new memory.

• Tey do not believe it is a real memory (but cannot forget it).

• Tis new memory replaces something important they know or remember, which they forget.

• You forget something, the GM will tell you what.

On a miss, your own memory is altered instead of your target’s. Perhaps you forget something and 
remember something else in its place, or one of your own memories becomes unforgetable and 
replays itself in your mind constantly, the GM will tell you what.

If you make a spellcaster remember a particular spell they have already prepared, either on purpose 
or by mistake, it is lodged inside their brain and cannot be forgoten. When they prepare their spells, 
it is always there, like a rote or cantrip, but if it has levels, they reduce the number of total spell 
levels the spellcaster has available. If this afects a PC, they cannot choose to forget this spell—they 
must choose a diferent 7-9 result. Spells remembered in this way cannot be used to power the 
memory machine or any of Fearsome Forbus’ equipment. Since the memory machine can be used to 
reverse its own efects, it can make someone forget the spells it has made them remember.

If someone without the ability to cast spells is made to remember a spell, they are stuck with it inside
their mind but they cannot make use of it or get it out.

The Improvised Version
In some games of Dungeon World, the players invent a great deal of the world and determine many 
of its details. If they have some ideas of their own as to how this machine works, use this move 
instead—but make sure you know what they think it does before you let them read it!

When you try to use the memory machine, roll+INT. On a 10+, eureka! It works just as you 
suspected it might. On a 7-9, you were close, but the GM will add one major diference and one 
minor diference to how it actually works. On a miss, disaster! Te truth is not what you thought it 
was—perhaps it does the opposite of what you thought it would do.

Depending on the results, you may need to write a new custom move for subsequent uses of the 
memory machine.



Blight of Fungus
Johnstone Metzger

Deep inside the dungeon, where no light has ever shone, there lies a strange, immense garden unlike 
anything the world has ever known. A forest of fungus, a medley of mold, a host of horribly inedible 
plant life stirs itself as the winter snows melt and the fowering of spring once again allows 
adventurers to eixplore the dungeon. Tis threat can sense them, it knows there's another world out 
there, ripe for the conquest.

Tis bizarre landscape of mold creeps slowly over the world once it is free, spreading by means of 
fying spores and by growing ropy, fbrous strands out of its already-eixisting masses. As it eixpands, 
it targets sources of water and human agriculture especially. Once it has conquered an area, no 
human can live there—the fungus is poisonous and it strangles the growth of any plant that is edible 
to mammals. Along with the great carpets of creeping mold there are smaller, more mobile fungal 
creatures: the atack mushrooms and the spore stalkers.

Type: Invasive species (use cursed places moves).

Impulse: To blanket the earth with itself.

Grim Portents
• Atack mushrooms and spore stalkers roam the halls of the dungeon.

• Carpets of mold creep out into the hallways and caverns of the dungeon.

• Atack mushrooms and spore stalkers escape the dungeon and roam the surrounding 
countryside.

• Te creeping mold is unleashed upon the surrounding countryside.

• Te fungal blight invades croplands and villages.

• Te fungal blight invades the town.

Impending Doom: Famine (as the fungus destroys any and all edible vegetation throughout the entire
countryside).

Attack Mushroom
Group, Magical, Organized

Claws (d8 damage, 2 piercing), 9 HP, 2 Armour

Close, Reach

Special Qalities: Amorphous fungus, Vulnerable to fre.

Tese mobile fungi resemble giant mushrooms, moving across the ground upon a stubby base by 
means of muscular contraction. From underneath their hat-shaped “heads” eixtend many long, 
tuberous tentacles that end in jagged, woody claws. At the very top of their heads they have a kind 
of mouth with a radula inside it that they can use to grind up both plant and animal mater. Instinct: 
To defend the fungus.

• Escape bonds by eixuding slime from its pores.

• Grasp a foe with its tentacles and drag them into its mouth.

• Grind up a foe inside its mouth.

• Wail like a banshee.



When confronted by fre: Eixude slime and retreat.

When foes retreat: Let them go.

When outnumbered: Call for aid.

Spore Stalker
Group, Large, Magical, Organized, Slow, Stealthy

Spores (d8+1 damage, ignores armour, stuns), 17 HP, 1 Armour

Reach

Special Qalities: Amorphous fungus, Vulnerable to fre.

Tey appear to be a collection of vine-like strands of vegetable mater, ranging in colour from brown 
to yellow to green to aqua, and connected by large bulbs that superfcially resemble poppies. When 
these bulbs burst they throw clouds of toixic spores into the air that burn the eyes and lungs of other 
animals and burrow into their skin. Spore stalkers move slowly, deliberately, and whatever they 
cover soon becomes the eixclusive domain of fungus. Instinct: To fnd sources of nutrients and claim 
them.

• Cover in strands and crush slowly.

• Creep silently.

• Eixude a cloud of spores.

When things are still: Eixpand and stretch.

When things move nearby: Keep still.

When threatened: Call the atack mushrooms.

Confrontations with these fungal monsters can lead to a great deal of mess, given their inhuman 
biologies and tendencies to cover any available surface and to eixude spores into the air:

When you fnd yourself covered in blight fungus, roll+CON. On a 10+, you are fne, the fungus does 
not afect you adversely. On a 7-9, small pieces get stuck in your gear, between your toes, under your
nails, etc. It keeps growing and is hard to get rid of. On a miss, the fungus makes you sick and 
perhaps violently ill.
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